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ON THE COVER
BON AYR CEMETERY and THE DOGWOOD TREE
The Bon Ayr Cemetery is located next to the Bon Ayr Methodist Church off Highway 68-80 on
the Bon Ayr - Park City Road. The congregation first worshipped in this sanctuary on November 22,
1964. This building replaces a frame building constructed in 1909on the same site. While this building
was being constructed, the congregation worshipped with the Methodist Church In the neighboring
community of Merry Oaks.
According to Lennie R. Denton, a long standing member of the church, a group of Methodists
that had been worshipping In the Oak Grove community decided to leave and constitute a new
Methodist Church. A deed filed in the County Clerk's office Indicates that the church was completed In
1896 and named Mount Hebron. When the present building was constructed in 1964, the name was
changed to Bon Ayr Methodist Church. The South Central Kentucky Historical and Genealogical Society
Cemetery Book showed, in 1992, approximately 156 burials in the church cemetery.
Many of the burials in the Bon AyrCemetery reflect back to the early history of our county. The
names Include: Alexander, Bishop, Bowles, Burnett, Butler, Coop, Crumpton, Davidson, Denton, Dodson,
Draper, Eatman, Etherton, Ewing, Francis, Gray, Green, Hawkins, Heltsley, Herald, Houchtns, Huddleston,
Hudson, Huff, James, Keith, Kingery, Kinslow, Lancaster, Logsdon, Magers, Matthews, McDonald,
Melton, Murray, Pennycuff, Perdue, Rigsby, Robertson, Runyon, Walker, Webb, Wells and Whitlow.
Mr. Marshall Gray provided the following information:
'The land for the cemetery was donated by my great-grandpa, F. D. Gray in the early nineteen
hundreds. The champion dogwood was just a sapling then.
'The descendants of F. D. Gray have seen to the upkeep of the cemetery over the years through
donations.
'Terry Copas, who lives next door to the cemetery, has a friend In the Kentucky Forestry Service
and he measured the dimensions of the dogwood tree and submitted them to the Kentucky Divisionof
Forestry's Champion Tree Program. The results are enclosed.
Marshall Gray is the current caretaker of the cemetery."
Mr. Gray provided a copy of the Energy and Environment Cabinet, Division of Forestry, letter,
signed by Leah W. MacSwords, dated October 22,2012. It reads:
"Dr. Mr. Copas:
"Congratulations! Your nomination of a Flowering Dogwood tree for entry Into the Kentucky
Division of Forestry's Champion Tree Program has been successful. The Flowering Dogwood Is indeed
the largest of Its species and is now the current champion.
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"Enclosed please find your Kentucky Champion Tree certificate. We appreciate your interest In
this program and In recognizing one of Kentuck/s most valuable resources - Its trees."
The certificate shovk/s that this dogvi/ood was entered Into Kentucky's Big Tree Program and Is
recognized as a Kentucky BigTree Champion.
Thecover photograph shov^/s this beautiful tree which Mr. Graystated that he remembered as a
child as just a sapling. The actual age of the tree is not known but according to the measurements It has
a circumference of 77 inches, a height of 34 feet, a spread of 43 feetl It is very unusual to find a
dogwood growing to this height. It has stood guardian over the Bon Ayr Cemeteryfor manyyears.
F. D. Gray, Marshall Gray's great-grandfather is buried at the Bon Ayr Cemetery, born 14
December 1857, died January 11, 1945 as is his great-grandmother, D.A. Gray, October 23, 1860 -
October 9,1929 and many other of the family.
LUOAN W. PRESTON
AHistory ofKentucky and Kentucklans, The Leaders and Representative Men In Commerce, Industry and
Modern Activities. By E. Polk Johnson,Volume III. Illustrated. Publishers: The Lewis Publishing Company,
Chicago-New York, 1912.
LUCIAR W. PRESTOn, president of the Citizens' National Bank of Glasgow, Barren county,
Kentucky, stands asone ofthe progressive and public-spirited men of his county. He is a scion ofone of
the most distinguished Southern families, the name of Preston having figured in a most admirable
manner in the history ofthat state. Though still a young man, he hasmade a phenomenal success In life,
his foresight being rare and his executive genius quite unusual, while at thesame time he Is Imbued with
unlimited energy and indomitable perseverance. Success has been the portion of whatever enterprises
Mr. Preston has been Identified, and he seems to have fingers of Midas, everything he touches turning
to money. Throughout his career he has been interested in Glasgow's business enterprises and he has
pushed everything to successful Issue. In addition to the material prosperity achieved by him, he has
that even better possession, the universal confidence of his associates. It issafe to say that a triumphant
career awaits him. He organized the bank in 1906 and opened Its doors for business January 1, 1907.
Not only was he at the helm in the matter of organization, but he superintended the building of the
house and had practically entire charge of everything from the beginning.
Anative Kentuckian, Mr. Preston was born in Barren county, on the 22"*" day ofJanuary 1862,
and isthe son ofJohn B. and Virginia F. (Carden) Preston. The family inAmerica dates back to one John
Preston, who was the progenitor of the family In America. He was a native of Ireland, born in the city of
Londonderry. His father and three uncles were Englishmen who served under King William and aided In
the defense of that city when besieged by the Roman Catholics commanded by King James. He was a
Protestant of the Presbyterian denomination, a man of strong mind and correct principles. He married
Elizabeth Patton, a sister of Colonel James Patton, of Donegal, and removed with him from Ireland to
the state of Virginia In the year 1740.
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Colonel Patton had for some time commanded a merchant ship and was a man of property,
enterprise and Influence. He obtained an order of council from the Governor of Virginia, under which he
appropriated to himself and his associates 120,000 acres of the best lands lying above the Blue Ridge in
that state, several valuable tracts of which fell to the share of his descendants. He was killed by the
Indians at Smithfield in the year 1753. He left two daughters, one of whom married Captain William
Thompson, the other ColonelJohn Buchanan, and from the latter descended John Floyd, late member of
Congress and governor of the state of Virginia; James D. Breckinridge, of Louisville, late member of
Congress from Kentucky; and William P. Anderson, late colonel in the United States army. John Preston,
on the passage from Ireland, lost part of his property in a storm, but being an associate, he obtained
under the order of council aforesaid a valuable tract of uncultivated land called "Robinson's: which
descended to his son and until lately remained in the family. John Preston's first residence in Virginia
was at Spring Hill, in Augusta county, but about the year 1743 he purchased and with his family settled
upon a tract of land adjoining Staunton, where he afterward made his home until his death, which
occurred soon after. He left a widow and five children. The former, who possessed much strength of
mind and energy of character, continued to reside upon the plantation until her children were all
educated and married. She then moved to Greenfield, the home of her son, Colonel William Preston,
where in 1776 she died at the ripe old age of seventy-six years. They were the parents of five children,
one son and four daughters, namely: Letitia, Margaret, William, Ann and Mary.
William Preston, the only son and the great-great-grandfather of the subject was born in Ireland
and was eight years old when he came to America. He was a man of strong and active mind and much
energy of character and he became a member of the Virginia House of Burgesses and surveyor and
county lieutenant of Fincastle of Montgomery county. During the Revolutionary war he was a decided,
active and influential Whig. He married Miss Susanna Smith, of Hanover county, Virginia, daughter of
Francis and Elizabeth (Waddy) Smith, and died at Smithfield in June, 1783, leaving twelve children,
namely: Elizabeth, John, Francis, Sarah, William, Susanna, James P., Mary, Letitia, Thomas, Lewis and
Margaret.
John Preston, the great-grandfather of the subject, was the second in order of birth. Like so
many of his predecessors and successors, he was a man of strong character and honest convictions and
he was prominent In the political issue of his day. He was looked upon by his neighbors as of the proper
material for public office and held many Important offices. He was a member of the Virginia senate;
Genera! of militia; surveyor of Montgomery county; and for many years treasurer of Virginia. He first
married a Miss Radford and then a Mrs. Mayo and left three sons and three daughters, namely: William
R., John B., Edward C., Eliza, Susan R. and Sarah R.
John B. Preston, grandfather of him whose name Inaugurates this review, immigrated from
Virginia to Kentucky about the year 1814 settling In Barren county. He was prominent in the affairs of his
day and was for many years a member of the Kentucky legislature. Just prior to the Mexican war he
made a trip to Texasfor the purpose of purchasing land in that country, taking with him several colored
servants and a carriage, in which he made the long journey. The country was then new and rough and it
took some months to make the trip, but he finally reached his destination and on arriving there he
purchased a large tract of land. Soon afterwards, however, war broke out between Texas and Mexico
and he, with his colored servants were pressed into service. The deeds of his land were deposited In the
vault of the court house which later was destroyed by fire. He served for some time in the war and upon
the defeat of the Mexicans he made a public speech, declaring Texas a republic. The deeds to his land,
however, had been burned and there was no way of proving up his title; all his colored servants were
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lost, his money gone and hewas in Texas almost penniless. He laterbecame III with pneumonia and died
there while trying to locate his claims and his colored servants.
John H. Preston was married in Barren county, Kentucky, In the year 1825, Miss Susan Murrell
Jordan, daughter of Samuel and Polly (Murrell) Jordan becoming his wife. The five children born to this
union were: Mary,SamuelJ., John B., Edward C., and Susan F. John B. Preston, father of Lucian W., was
born in Barren county November 17, 1828. He married in his native county, January 4, 1855. Miss
Virginia F. Garden, who was born In Barren county November 17,1835.She was the daughter of James
and Miranda (Foster) Garden, natives ofVirginia, who emigrated thence to Barren county about the year
1814. Mr. Preston received his education in the common schools of his native county and in Urania
Gollege of Glasgow. He was an extensive farmer and stock dealerand wasprominent in the affairs of his
county and state. He died October 10,1897, and his widow still survives and makes her home with her
son, the subject. To him and his worthy wife were bom six children, five of whom grew to maturity and
concerning whom the ensuing data are entered. Anna Eliza, born November 5, 1855, is the widow of
Emmett H. Chaplin and resides in Glasgow; John B., deceased, was born March 11,1858, and died April
2, 1875; Lucian W. was born January 22, 1862; Emma L, born December 31, 1863, Is the wife of J. F.
Allan, of Glasgow, Kentucky; and Sue E,, born September 8,1867, died May 2,1893.
Lucian W. Preston received his education in the Glasgow NormalSchool and in Liberty Gollege of
this place. When he was a mere boy he began trading In stocks and even then showed evidence of that
remarkable ability which marks him among men. In later years he became and extensive farmer and
stock dealer and followed this vocation for a number of years exclusively, givingspecial attention to fine
horses. At one time he had the best string of horses in this part of Kentucky and took more prizes at the
exhibits than any competitor in the state. He made the highest average sale of saddle-horses ever sold
in Kentucky and was considered one of the most extensive dealers In this classof horses. Of late years,
however, he has not devoted much time to this industry, his time being principally taken up with other
affairs of large scope and importance. For sometime Mr. Preston was a director in the Glasgow Railroad
Gompany and his faithful offices for that organization were of Inestimable value.
In 1906 Mr. Preston, In connection with E. F. Jewell and J. P. Depp, organized the Citizens'
National Bank of Glasgow, and Mr. Preston was made cashier. He continued In this capacity until
January, 1911, when he was made president of the institution, and his services in this high office have
been of the most satisfactory and enlightened sort.
Mr. Preston laid the foundation of an ideally happy companionship and a household of his own
by marriage on October 2, 1887, his chosen lady being Miss Ettie Allen, daughter of David B. and Mary
(Nunn) Allen. She was born in Barren county June 1, 1868, and her much lamented demise occurred
November 3,1903. She was a devoted member of the Baptist church and the possessor of many good
gifts of mind and heart. The union of Mr. and Mrs. Preston was blessed by the birth of six children, as
follows: Jewell C., born June 14,1889, cashier of the Citizens' National Bank of Glasgow, to which office
he was elected, he being the youngestcashieron record; Bertha S., born October7,1893; Annie E., born
February 28, 1896; Leonard W., born November 9, 1898; John Basil, born June 15, 1901; and Ettie A.,
born October 29,1903.
Mr. Preston is a member of the Baptist church and he Is also affiliated with the Masonic
fraternity In which he is both popular and prominent. He Is one of the progressive and public-spirited
men of the county, ever ready to aid in any movement for the betterment of county and state.
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RECENT SPEAKERS
George Roundtree of Bowling Green, KY spoke of growing up in Glasgow at our September meeting
Three members of the Glasgow High School 1942 football team spoke to the South Central Kentucky
Historical and Genealogical Society on October 18 to a standing room-only crowd of more than 70
attendees. The 1942 Scotties won the Kentucky State Championship, the second local team to
accomplish such a feat. From left to right, Robert A. Lessenberry, Ed Fay Smith, and Winston C. Nunn
regaled the audience with stories of their gridiron adventures and the effects the outbreak of World
War II had on their lives as young men.
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Bruce Aspley, courtesy W. Samuel Terry IV
Emily Dale, granddaughter of Bruce Aspley spoke at our November meeting. We met at the historical
Plaza theatre which was buitt by Mr. Aspley and took an Interesting tour of the restored theatre. It is
now used for special programs, musical groups and is an asset to the community.
WnECKEDIH
By Sandi
I recently published an article on the KENTUCKY-MEMORIES list which 1manage on Rootsweb
and shared memories of our childhood days of listening to the old steam powered trains. I have always
loved those old trains; the smoke billowing, the whistle sounding; the clattering of the wheels.
That got me to thinking about the historyof the railroad in Kentucky during the era when steam
was king. I began reading the old newspapers and realized that the Introduction of the railroad In
Kentucky was both a blessing and a curse. Kentuckians could now transport their goods to everywhere
In the United States and not be limited by shipping by wagon or steam boat. It shortened the time of
travel for families which had spread over the country. However, with the blessing of progress came the
curse of accidents. I read through some 595 newspaper articles about train wrecks In Kentucky and
realized that many citizens lost their lives because of the Iron Horse.
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Train wrecks made headlines in all the major papers across the country. With large bold print
and blood curdling reporting, people read of the latest wreck. Details were often explicitly detailed with
photographs, drawing or descriptions of the cruel way peoplehad met their death.
Deaths or injuries fell into several categories: railroad trestles collapsing under a "speeding"
train, rail buckling, trains crashing head on in poorly dug tunnels, objects placed on the rails to cause
derailment or train robbers lying in wait in a desolate stretch of road. Then there were the "trespassers"
who walked in front of the train, drunks who fell asleep on the tracks, hobos trying to hop a ride. Added
to that were the wagons —and later cars —who tried to "beat the train" at the crossing. There was also
some really unusual accidents also. This might include the engineer who had a rattlesnake drop from a
ledge while going through a tunnel and wrap himself around the engineer's arm. Or a girl who saved a
train's passengers by waving a red table cloth from the middle of the track to alert the engineer to stop
the train before it ran over an obstacle on the tracks. Mules and horses met their death because of the
train and one engineer stopped the train in the middle of his route, coming back to where a Marshall
was seated and demanding that the Marshall release his two prisoners who just happened to be the
men who had derailed his train earlier and caused him to fall several hundred feet down a ravine.
I am including two of the stories I found, unedited, taken from the news of the day, the first
which occurred 25 July 1898 at Glasgow Junction and carried in the Birmingham AL Age-Herald,
Tuesday, 26 July 1898.
"Attempt To Wreck Train. Five Tramps Arrested and Jailed In Kentucky on This Charge.
"Louisville, Ky., July 25. - Five tramps, whose names cannot be learned, are in jail at
Glasgow Junction charged with attempting to wreck L. and N. passenger train No. 4, due in
Louisville at 12:25.
"About a half mile this side of Glasgow Junction a section-hand found an iron fishplate on the
track, and going back, he was just in time to flag the passenger train. The fishplate is used under the
rails, which they Join, in order to make them firm and fast. The one in question had been placed on top
of the rail and secured there fast enough to have sent the train rolling into the ditch if the section-hand
had not happened to find it.
"Detective Williams, in the employ of the L. and N., was notified. He learned that the conductor
of a local freight train had put tramps off his train between Glasgow Junction and Cave City. He
summoned a posse of section hands and the party boarded a handcar and started in pursuit. They
overhauled their game and all five of the tramps were arrested and taken back to Glasgow Junction
Another wreck in the area occurred August 4, 1904 near Horse Cave. This was reported in the
Reno, NV Evening Gazette on the same date.
" A BAD WRECK IN KENTUCKY. Two Fast Trains Meet and Thirty-seven People Injured
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"LOUISVILLE, Ky., Aug. 4 - Southbound passenger train No. 1 on the Louisville & Nashville,which
left Cincinnati at 6 o'clock last night, collided early today near Horse Cave, Ky., with northbound
passenger train No. 2, which left Nashville about 8:30. Thirty-three passengers and four trainmen were
injured, but none, It Is thought, will die. The condition of Engineer Rehm on No. 1 is serious. According
to Information received here Rehm either disregarded orders or was asleep as his train was going 40
miles an hour when it struck the northbound passenger train. None of the coaches left the track."
From the Newark OH Advocate, the same story ran:
"TRAINS Came Together on L. & N.,Thirty People BeingInjured.
Louisville, Ky., Aug. 4. - One trainman fatally injured, 29 passengers hurt, two engines, their
tenders and mail and baggage cars demolished is the result of a head-on collision last night one mile
south of Horse Cave, between two Louisville and Nashvillethrough passenger trains.
"Joseph Rehm of Louisville, engineer of train No. 1, southbound, is unconscious and probably
fatally hurt. The wreck was due to misapprehension onthe partofthe engineer ofthe southbound train
who mistook the headlight of a freight engine on the siding at Horse Cave for No. 2 passenger train,
which he had been ordered to meet at that place. A short distance beyond the switch he beheld the
headlight of No. 2, and realizing the mistake reversed his engine. Fortunately No. 2 was moving rather
slowly and this fact isbelieved to have prevented a terrible lossof life."
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4 BLRST FROJn THE PRST
As announced in the Fall Issue 2012, we will be repeating an article from some of the past 40
years' issues of Traces. This article appeared in Volume 16, Issue No.l, Spring 1988. It was written by
Frances McKinney in July 1934 and was contributed by L. R. Nunn, Route 3, Horse Cave, KY.
THE HISTORY OF PARK CHURCH
The history which I now try to give you is all remembered history and has been gathered from
various sources. There was a difference of opinion concerning some of this information, and it is
possible some ofit may not be completely accurate, but Ifeel that it is very nearly correct. It is probably
the most accurate information to be had on this subject, where no definite record has been kept.
About the year 1810 there was standing an old church building about one mile south of Park,
Kentucky in the Blue Spring neighborhood. This church was known as the Old Blue Springs Church. Itwas
I think, a large log structure with fire places in each end, and probably had split log benches as those
were the kind of benches used in those days. Ido not know the exact location of this church or when it
was built, but it was below the present site of Park. Not far away was a coach stand and a post office.
This was known as Blue Spring Grove.
Sometime previous to or about the year 1820 there was a secession or troubleof some kind in
the Old Blue Spring Church, which was at that time controlled by Old Brother Petty. This trouble,
whatever it was, caused some of the members of the old church to withdraw, and with other parties
decided to build a new church. This new building was erected about a mile South of Park. It was on the
land then owned by Old Gabriel Ament.
This new church was a kind of half Baptist, half Methodist and the Roberts, Minor and
Thompson families were the Methodists. This church was called the New Blue Spring Church. Idid not
learn the names of the Baptist families involved.
Old time camp meetings were held there for many years. Others taking an active part in this
New Blue Spring Church were: Reverend T. D. Frogge, whowas the presiding elder. Reverend G. W. Love
and a Reverend Means who were the circuit riders. Just what time or the exact date when these men
were at Blue Spring I did not learn.
Mr. Cyrus Edwards, from whom I obtained much of my information gave me the following
account of the Blue Spring Church.
"When I (meaning Mr. Edwards) was I then, about four years old I rode behind my father on
horseback to Three Springs, and on our return we stopped at the New Blue Springs Church for an hour
or so. The last camp meeting held there was in progress, and a large crowd was present. Some had
tents. Many were living in log or board shanties in the woods and around the spring which was located
midway between the church and the road. This was sofaras Iknow, the lastcamp meeting held there."
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'The church (says Mr. Edwards) was quite large and stood In the edge of the woods on the
Ament land, more recently known as the Hord land. It was about 350 yards probably south east of the
old Harlow residence and a little nearer and south of the old Harlow barn."
The Harlow residence mentioned by Mr. Edwards I suppose to be the property more recently
known as the Barton property.
A number of excellent school teachers taught school in this old church between 1825-1850,
among whom were: Major Burwell Lawless, Clairborne J. Walters, Mitchell Daugherty and John Hord.
In 1851 the church building was torn down and most of the material was hauled to the site
selected for its new location., westof the Irvin Spring. This was Ithink about the spot where Park school
house now stands. Here a small building was erected which served as both church and school house.
The Methodist Church was here newly organized and preaching and teaching were regularly carried on
there for many years, until a new house for the church was erected nearer the road. The old log house
continued to be used for schools for many years.
This neighborhood was, up to the time ofthe Civil War strongly Methodist surrounded by large
families of the Roberts, Aliens, Thompsons, Calhouns, Cox, Tlbbs and other clans. There was probably no
other definite denomination regularly preaching in this neighborhood besides the Methodists, but there
was no animosity exhibited toward others. Possibly other denominations were allowed to preach there
did they desire to doso, which was not the case In the old location below Park.
It was out of such a community there came the builders of the new church nearer the road,
which isthe same building nowstandingand known as Park MethodistChurch.
Itwas aboutJune orJuly of1888 that plans were laid for the erection of this church, the present
Park Church. Times were very hard in those days, money was scarce. Itwas hard to raise funds butthese
people were anxious for a new church, even though the task was a great one. These early church
members were a courageous and hard working group. Among those who should be remembered much
of this burden were: Mrs. James K. Lockett, Mr. Dan Thompson, Mr. John Si Hutcherson, who were the
building committee, and others.
This church was not completed for sometime. Logs were cut, lumber was sawed and hauled to
the grounds. Little by little the building began togo up. By August 1889 the frame work was up. The roof
and weatherboarding were on and a loose floor was laid. Temporary benches were set up and the first
meeting was held inthe church. This wasduring the month of August In 1889.
The first meeting was carried on by a Brother Crowe and was I supposed a decided success.
Among those who professed at this first meeting were; Mr. Hade Sykes, G. L. Wllcoxson, W. M. Styce,
Jeff Grady and others.
It was in the winter of the year 1889-1890 that the building was finally completed. It was
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Idon't believe you ever got mad at me but once, and that was when Ithrew and strucl< yourdog
Sanco Ponza, about 38 years ago. You will remember he had ears lilce a kangaroo. While Iam on the dog
question, Iwill ask you who it was assassinated Kilgore's dog in hisgarden, and Ed Evans' in hisgarden.
These two stirring events, \ presume, are still as deeply involved in mysterious obscurity and uncertainty
as the man who struck Billy Paterson.
It seems to me that I can still hear old Fowler's hominy pessel pegging away in the mortar,
driven by his boy Davy, and the horse mill noise yet lingers in my ear. A. B. Tanyard and his raw-hide
voice over the dressing stone is lingering with me yet. I would enjoy much to be with you and recount
the pasthistory of Glasgow, and Ifeel now that it will not be long when Iwill stand before you the same
Identical Blossom, enlarged and spread out and a little riper.
I feel young and vigorous and never tire in my professional duties. I have just concluded our
Circuit Courtshere and at Pineville, where Ihad as much as Icould do. Iam the oldest lawyer in this part
ofthecountry, and have metwith all the success that a modest ambition could desire. Idon'tco-mingle
In politics. Iwouldn't contaminate my good name with associations that political life would sully.
Your tender allusions to the old classic hill that knew me first melted me to tears when I
wandered back to the scenesof my earliest recollections, and remembering that there lived on its brow
and sides four families, to-wit: McFerran, Munford, Crenshaw and Harbison, with large groups of
children thronging each hearthstone, happy, contented and hopeful; but when Igo back and look for
those happy objects, time will tell me that he has with his unerring hand, swept that hill of nearly alt its
sources of attraction to me. But my Mother is still lingering near the family graves, having stood like a
guardian angel watching the events ofsixty long years. If Iam spared till summer, Ishall visit you all and
hear and see the few fossils that remain of a once happy and striking neighborhood.
We are well and have all the comforts of life that we deserve, and more, too. Remember me
tenderly to the few who still linger on the verge ofold acquaintance. As ever, till life shall end.
/s/ A. J. Harbison"
Note: M. S. Reynolds was born 28 June 1806 and died 27 July 1891. He is buried at Glasgow Municipal
Cemetery as ishiswife, Jane M, Reynolds (22Aug 1809- 9 Feb 1897).
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One K. of P.,
Three undertakers.






Two live poultry establishments.








24 hour electric current.
One Brick and tile plant.
Two up-to-date office buildings.
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One chair factory, Six gents furnishing stores, Six gentsfurnishing stores.
City mall delivery Two tobacco hogshead manufacturers. One machine shop.
The oldest county fair. Two telegraph companies. Nine physicians and surgeons.
Two oil companies (distillers).
A CEDSUS POEm
We seldom publish poetry, but think this will touch the hearts of anyone who has read the old
census records desperately searching for their family. The author is unknown.
It was the first day of census, and all through the land
Each pollster was ready... a black book in hand.
He mounted his horse for a long dusty ride.
His book and some quills were tucked close by his side.
Towards the smell of fresh bread wafting, up through the air.
The woman was tired, with lines on her face.
And wisps of brown hair she tucked back in place.
She gave him some water as they sat at the table.
She answered his questions... the best she was able.
He asked of her children. Yes, she had quite a few
The oldest was twenty, the youngest not two.
She held up a toddler with cheeks round and red,
His sister, she whispered, was napping in bed.
She noted each person who lived there with pride,
And she felt the faint stirrings of the wee ones inside.
He noted the sex, the color, the age.
The marks from the quill soon filled up the page.
At the number of children, she lowered her head.
He saw her lips quiver for the three that were dead.
Their places of birth she "never forgot,"
Was It Laerdal or Vinstra or Eidsvoill... or not?
They all came from Norway, of that she was clear.
But she wasn't quite sure how long they'd been here.
They spoke of employment, of schooling and such.
They could read some and write some though really not much.
When the questions were answered, his job there was done.
So he mounted his horse and rode towards the sun.
We can almost imagine his voice loud and clear,
"May God bless you all for another ten years."
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Now picture a time warp ... ifs now you and me
As se search for the people on our family tree.
We squint at the census and scroll down so slow,
As we search for that entry from long, long ago.
Could they only Imagine on that long ago day
That the entries they made would affect us this way?
Ifthey knew, would they wonder at the yearningwe feel.
Andthe searching that makes them so Increasingly real.
We can hear If we listen the words they Impart
Throughthe blood Inour veins and their voice Inour heart.
Please don't forget to send in vour renewals for 2013. including your e-
mail addess and vour queries so these mav be run in next year's ouarterlies!
GOmn GEnEALOGICAL PUBLISHim
205 CtEMEHTS AVB - CLflSGOItf, HY H2IHI-3Ha9
sgorin@eiasgow-kv.com httD://www.gensoup.org/eorln/index.htrnl
Barren Co La PesadiUa: The Spanish Influenza Arrives. In 1918 the world was devastated by the
Spanish Influenza and Barren Co lost 231 citizens. This book includes a brief history ofthe Pandemic,
newspaper accounts from Barren Co, a list of those citizens in the county who died (showing name, date
of death, town, age and parents) and statistical reports breaking the deaths down by age, gender and
towns. 43 pages including fiill-name index. $15,00. E-book price $9.00.
Barren Co KY 1912 Births. Transcription of the 875 births occurring this year. The certificates
themselves are not available but have been transcribed by people who do not know Barren Co names!
There are massive transcription errors making it very difficult for the researcher to find the child.
Included in the book are: the name of the child, name ofthe mother, name of father and year ofmarriage
if married in the county orcan be determined, whether they are found on the 1920 or 1930 census (even
out ofarea), correct spellings of the names and variations if found. 101 pages including full-name index
(including the Incorrect and correct spellings). $25.00. E-book price: $18.00.
Three Springs United Baptist Church, Hart Co KY, 1823-1897. Located near the Barren Co line, this
church is often shown in Barren County. The church cemetery is right across the road. For several years
in the 1860s this church ceased meeting, primarily during the Civil War times. Itwas reconstituted after a
revival and the membership grew greatly. These minutes were transcribed many years ago by the late
Judge Cann ofHart Co. Towards the end ofthe minutes, some years are missing as ifthey had been lost
at some time, so the time frame is not continuous. Many Hart and Barren Co names will be found here.
Additional information is added such as a photo of the current church, the cemetery and a listing of the
burials in the church cemetery. 162 pages included full-name index. $28.00. E-book price $18.00.
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Traces ofthe Past, Volume 3: 57 newspaper columns by Sandi Gorin ,guest columnist for the Glasgow
Daily Times. Subjects include articles on the old meeting house, telephone, the melon heist, early Sunday
Schools, a trading post in the wilderness, the Cumberland Trace, Kentucky fiddlers, ghostly tales,
remembering your manners in the past, the iron horse, quilting, the mysterious Chambers family, wild
elections, weddings of the past and much more. 63 pages including full-name index. $18.00. E-book
price; $12.00
WRECKED!! The steam engine age ofthe railroad in Kentucky was a blessing and acurse. From the
headlines ofmany newspapers over the U.S. and reports from the KY Railroad Commission, this book
covers 595 railroad accidents in Kentucky. It covers the time period of 1872 through 1929 and lists not
only the accidents, but the names ofthose injured or killed and causes ofthe accidents. Shown are train
robberies, attacks by a rattlesnake, broken rails, tramps asleep on the rails, shoot-outs, trestle collapses,
head-on collisions, a girl with a red tablecloth who saved the lives ofmany and many more. Illustrated
with photographs ofmany ofthe wrecks, railroad equipment and assorted other photos. 160 pages
including a iuU-name index. $25.00. E-book price: $18.00.
THE ICE jnnjl OF OLD
Memories ofthe past contributed by one who was an ice man. How many ofyou remember having Ice
blocks delivered to your home? Asign was placed In the window by the home owner Indicating how
much Ice he needed.
"1 used to deliver ice, and you are correct for it was a rickety old truck that I drove. The vaults
where the ice was stored were concrete, lined with thick cork panels. The ice vaults were cooled by
ammonia gas that was piped throughout all the vaults. There were large pumps in an underground engine
room. While being pumped throughout the pipes, the gas became very hot. To cool the gas, the pipes
were routed through the cooling tower.
"The cooling tower was a very large, open air type structure. Rather than having solid walls, it
had slats. The slats allowed the wind to blow through the structure. In addition, there were water pipes
running across the top of the cooling tower. The water pipes sprayed water downward toward the
ammonia gas pipes. The combination ofthe wind blowing through the slats and the water pipes spraying
a constant stream of water onto the ammonia pipes cooled the ammonia.
"The ammonia cooling system was a continuous loop, so the engine room pumps were always
pumping the gas. It was a very dangerous operation, but totally fascinating. The blocks ofice that came
out of the "pulling room" were 300 pounds each.
"Using a saw-type scoring machine and an ice pick, the 300 pound blocks were chopped into
smaller blocks. Also, there was an ice crusher on the back dock. To crush the ice, a 25 pound block of ice
was hoisted up tothe top ofthe crusher and dropped into a very large crushing mechanism.
"Itwas incredibly dangerous, but oh so much fun to operate. Finally, in the early days, the soft
drink machine had no electric cooler. It was just a wooden "box." The soft drinks were kept cold by
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Many Items start out in a closet or dresser. Although hangers are fine for day-to-day use, they
will cause damage to the shoulders of items that hang for long periods of time, stretching the fabric as
the garment's own weight pulls it down. In addition, metal hangers can rust (no more wire hangers,
ever). Items in a dresser or trunk will be pressed down by other items stored on top of them.
To preserve a piece of clothing, first make sure it is as clean as possible. Check any Instructions
that came with the item. If the item is washable, use as mild a detergent as possible, perhaps one made
for washing infants' clothing. If It cannot be washed, consult with a professional dry cleaner. Many dry
cleaning shops are branches, so be sure to ask for the main store, and ask to speak to an expert. Some
dry cleaners offer a service that will vacuum seal an item, but many experts feel that this process is
unnecessary.
Once the item Is clean, fold It with as few creases as possible. Pad the sleeves, shoulders and
bodice with acid-free tissue paper, white cotton sheeting or muslin. Also pad each fold so that no sharp
creases form. Place the Item in an acid free box and place the box In a cool, dry place. You may place
more than one item in a box, but remember not to pack the box too tightly or make It too heavy. The
whole Idea is to allow space around items so that they aren't crushed. Inspect the items you have
preserved annually. Refold them in a different direction so that creases will not set, and replace any
tissue or cloth that is discolored.
With just a little care, the clothing that is Important to your family can be preserved for
generations.
AN DXEN RIDE THROUGH GIASGDW
Jim Depp driving an ox cart on the south side of the Square, early 20th century. He was the Depp of
Depp & Morris store. From the left, unidentified man in white shirt, Lewis Ganter, Judge John Boles, and
Bill Read. Courtesy Sam Terry.
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DEPP FAMILY BIBLE
Bible published by J. B. LIppincott & Co., Phllaelphia; now in possession of Mary and Virginia Depp,
Glasgow, KY., date unlcnown.
Philip Wade Grinstead son of James Philip & LucyGrinstead was born September 3rd 1808.
Angelina Grinstead, wife of Philip Wade Grinstead and daughter of Polly Jones was born Sept.
XOth 1814.
Their children:
Wlillam Edward Grinstead was born January 15th 1834.
Mary Ann Grinstead was born August 27th 1835.
George Rollins Grinstead was born Feb. 5th 1837.
Emily Moore Grinstead was born March 14th 1838.
Robert Emmett Grinstead was born April 1st 1840.
ChristopherTompkins Grinstead was born April 19th 1842.
Laura Ella Grinstead was born March 20th 1844.
John Phillip Grinstead was born June 15th 1846.
Virgil Hooker Grinstead was born July 9th 1848.
Lu Ann Grinstead was born November 19th 1850.
Polly Guy Grinstead was born April 12th 1853.
Bettle Cora Grinstead was born September 12th 1855.
Alice Belle Grinstead was born August 22,1858.
Samuel Wade Grinstead was born March 14th 1861.
Deaths:
MaryAnnGrinstead deceased December 8th 1836, age 1 year &3 months 8t 12 days.
PhilipWade Grinstead deceased October 5th 1862 aged 54 years 1 month & 2 days.
Lee Ann Stephens died November 26th 1876.
M. C. Harlan died February 1st 1890.
S. W. Grinstead died April 15th 1899.
A. B. Nolin died December 13th 1899.
Nellie Depp died November 10th 1965.
Births:
William Grinstead Depp was born November 1st 1875.
Nellie May Depp was born May 17th 1886.
William Howard Depp was born March 19th 1909.
Mary Depp was born November 3,1911.
Marjorie Adeline Depp was born August 12th 1913.
Joseph S. Depp was born June 7th 1915.
Rolin Elston Depp was born Feb. 6th, 1920.
Virginia Dare Depp was born Oct. 12,1927.
William G. Depp and Nellie May Howard married June 10th, 1908.
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Deaths:
Angeline Grinstead died July 26th 1890.
Thomas Depp died Sept. 16,1908.
Marjorie Adeline Depp died Jan. 21st, 1908.
Emily A. Depp died Feb. 11,1915.
William G. Depp died October 25th 1946.
HRRRISOn BIBLE
Bible published by John C. Winston Co., 1915, belonged to H. P. Harrison, Austin, KY.
H. P. Harrison of Austin, Barren Co., Ky. and Charlotte F. Williams of Peters Creek, Barren Co., were by
me united in marriage according to the Ordinance of GOD and by the laws of our land at Concord,
Barren Co. Ky., on the 7th of Nov. in the year of our Lord 1872. /s/ Robert Littrell. Witnesses; J. T. Peck,
James West, James W. Carver.
H. P. Harrison was born April 22,1852.
H. P. Harrison & Charlotte F. Williams were married Nov. 7,1872, Thursday.
H. P. Harrison and Hattie P. McGuire were married Aug. 27,1905, Sunday.
W. J. Harrison was born July 24,1874.
I. N. Harrison born Oct. 27,1876.
Edna J. Harrison was born Nov. 22,1878.
Letha R. Harrison was born Sept. 16,1883.
Haden A. Harrison born May 4,1886.
Bertha Harrison was born June 21,1889.
By second marriage:
Anna Mae Harrison born Aug. 25,1906.
Mary V. Harrison was born Dec. 31,1908.
Ruby L. Harrison was born Nov. 11,1910.
V. H. Harrison was born May 30,1913.
Robert G. Harrison was born Sept. 18,1915.
Eari R. Harrison was born Dec. 7,1917.
Ray E. Harrison was born Sept. 22,1920.
Robert Harrison Feb. 18th, 1828.
Caroline B. Harrison born Aug 15, —, d. Jan. 11,1956.
Robert S. Harrison born July 11th 1859; died Nov. 19,1860.
Schuyler C. Harrison born Nov. 4th 1869; died Feb. 17,1871
Robert Harrison Jun. died May 30th 1859.
G. W. Bush born August 27,1873; died March 27,1940.
Roy E. Harrison died June 2,1969, Monday.
James Harrison Father of H. P. Harrison born Oct. 13th, 1812, died Dec. 22,1881.
Mary Ann Harrison Mother of H. P. Harrison was born Sept. 2nd 1830; died May 5th 1898.
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Jane Harrison half sister of H. P. Harrison was born Oct. 23rd 1835; died 1923 July 7th.
Mary V. Harrison half sister of H. P. Harrison was born July 18th 1838; died March 16th 1874.
Jasper F. Harrison half brother of H. P. Harrisonwas born July27th 1840; died Dec. 18th 1866.
Tonn Harrison brother of H. P. Harrison born Oct. 24'̂ ^ 1863;died Aug. 16,1923.
Joseph A. Harrison brotherof H. P. Harrison born March 7^^ 1850; died Sept. 7,1899.
Elizabeth Pinckly wife ofJames Harrison born Jan. 11*'' 1820; died Aug. 10th 1842.
Bill Harrison son of James Harrison born June 14th 1855; died Aug. 20th 1921.
Robert Bergen husband of Joseph A. Harrison [sic] died Feb. 18th 1928.
Nancy B. Harrison sister of H. P. Harrison was born Aug. 25th 1856; died December 22,1934.
H. P. Harrison born April 22,1852; died Nov. 10,1944.
Hattie P. McGuire wife of H. P. Harrison was born July l" 1889;died Sept. 20,1932.
Isabelle Powell died —
Haden A. Harrison died May 27,1907.
James G. Harrison died Jan. 12,1919.
Bertha Harrison died July 18,1925.
Hattie P. Harrison wife of H. P. Harrison died Sept. 20,1932.
H. P. Harrison died Nov. 10,1944.
I. N. Harrison died Jan. 21,1953.
Letha Bush died —
Jasper Harrison died Oct. 9,1961.
MOM'S PHOTO ALBUM
By Sandi
With the recent passing of my beloved mother, one of my tasks as the only child, was to go
through all her treasured belongings. All of you who have experienced the death of a parent understand
what a heartbreaking task that is. My mother was just shy of being 95 years old so although she had
been trying to clean out things so Iwouldn't have so much to go through, thafs a long precious life and
we know how easy It is to amass things that are just too special to donate or toss out in the trash.
Several of the boxes 1needed to go through held thousands of photographs. Some were Inthose
old black albums where you attached them with the little triangular things at each corner. Some were in
more modern small albums where the pictures were slid between clear plastic. But most, alas, were just
in the box.
Thankfully, before Mom died, she and I had started going through many of these snapshots of
time. I'd take a stack of photos to see if she could identify the people or the places Many she was able
to Identify immediately and I wrote on the back who the individuals were and where and when they
were taken. Sadly, many Mom could just not bring back to memory. There was in that box 95 years of
photographs my Mom's life.
Have you looked recently at your family photo albums or stacks of old pictures? Do you know
the names and dates when they were taken? Using a pencil, write the Information on the back of the
photo or tag It. Youcan also scan those pictures and save this way in case the original is lost.
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DEAN LLOYD 6770 U.S.60 EAST MOREHEAD KY 40351-9035
DIPESA* DONNA REYNOLDS 235 E. HTI TON AVE KINGSLAND GA 31548
DILLON BONNIE 2571 EDGEHILL DRIVE LEXINGTON KY 40510-9710
DOUGHERTY SHIRLEY 1972 BLAIRMORE ROAD LEXINGTON KY 40502
DOWNING SUSAN 65 ERIF. CRESCENT FAIRPORT NY 14450-2472
DRAPER NORMAJEAN 1734 01 .D BUCK CREEK RD ADOLPHUS KY 42120-8771
DURRETT BETTY 312 EAST WASHINGTON GLASGOW KY 42141
DUVAI.L SANDRAG 200 MARMAK DRIVE GLASGOW KY 42141-3320
EDMUNDS NAOMI 7438 OLD BOWLING GREEN GLASGOW KY 42141
EDWARDS DONALD & PAT 113 ADAIRLAND COURT GLASGOW KY 42141
ELMORE MARGARET 115 SANDWOOD DRIVE GLASGOW KY 42141-3321
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FISHFR THURMANE* P.O. BOX 653 DUMAS TX 79029-0653
FLEMING LINDAS* 270 1®^ AVE. APT 6B NEW YORK NY 10009-2622
FOUTCH DAN 900 SO. GREEN ST. GLASGOW KY
FOX REBECCA MATTHEWS 1818 SABRINA COURT CHARLOTTE NC 28210-5744
GARDNER WILLIS W 3115 MADISON ST WAUKESHA WI 53188-4409
GARLAND PAUL 2156 DAiE PAT MRD BOCA RATON FL 33432-7918
GARRISON RAYH 848 BRAEMAR ROAD FLOSSMOOR IL 60422-2204
GENTRY MARGIE 2796 ETOnFROAD GLASGOW KY 42141-8619
GILLEY DAVID G* 1245 WOODSDALF FARM DR SHEPHERDSVILLE KY40165-5772
GORDON lERESA 5215 HILTON HEAD DR DAIXAS TX 75287
GORJN SANDI 205CT,FMENTS GLASGOW KY 42141-3409
GRADY JOHN PAUL 4218 0XHILLR0AD SPRING TX 77388-5752
GREEN RAYH 911 NELSON DRIVE MELBOURNE FL 32940-1799
GRIFFIN LORItAINEM* 198 EAST 9670 SOUTH SANDY UT 84070-3332
HAFLING JUDYE* 698 ANDERSON-PERKINS RD EDMONTON KY 42129-9526
HAMM JANE TURNER 3507 PINEC0^4E CIRCLE LOUISVILLE KY 40241-2725
HARMON SANDRA* 2701 CABERNET WAY RANCHO CORDOVA CA 95760-4811
HARRISON MARTHA POWELL 1786 CAPITAL HH L CHURCH ROAD
FOUNTAIN RUN KY 42133-8544
HENDERSON SUSAN A 555 ASH STREET WINNETKA BL 60093-2603
HHL MARGARET TESTER* 489 MIDDLE GATE IRVINGTON VA 22480-2416
HITCHCOCK JOHN & LINDA 661 WHITES CHAPEL RD GLASGOW KY 42141
ROLLINGSWORTH PATRICIA E 67 JACANA COURT MT STERLING KY 40353-8209
HOUCHENS RUEL* 100 LONGHUN lERS TRATT, GLASGrOW KY 42141-1244
HOUCK WANDA 599 NEWLIN COURT LAWRENCEVILT F GA 30045-6240
HOUSTON NORMAE. I06I6 MEANDERING WAY FORT SMI TH AR 72903
HUFFMAN VICKIA 1433 PARNELL DR EUGENE OR 97404-2887
HULL MARYG 518 FULTON ST KEOKUK lA 52632-5632
JAMESON DANAL 6246 N 750 W FRANKTON IN 46044-9692
JEWELL JEFFREY* 905 BROADFIELDS DR IX)UISVTLLE KY 40207-44341
JOBE JAMES R 512 AMBERWOOD WAY EUHARLEE GA 30145-2736
JONES JUDY DAVIDSON P. O. BOX 237 TIJERAS NM 87059-0237
JONES MARY BRIDGES 108-ATRISTALANE GLASGOW KY 42141-3481
JONES ROBERT M* 4411 LYNN BROOK DR LOUISVILLE KY 40220-1007
KERTFY JAMES* 2808 SPARGER ROAD DURHAM NC 27705-1643
KINGREY LFONARD 3598 FINNEY ROAD GLASGOW KY 42141-9646
KINSLOW EARL AND ALICE* 3115 ZARTMAN RD KOKOMO IN 46902-2977
KINSLOW MRS. WAL1HR E. 727 SOUIHFORKRD GLASGOW KY 42141-7020
KUGLER ALICE KINSLOW RT l,BOX 1060 CROSS ilMBERS MO 65634-1060
LAKIN PAT* lOOHARWOODST. GLASGOW KY 42141
LANDERS EGIE 4953 EDMONTON RD CHLASGOW KY 42141-9595
LANDON KATHI FEN 4-B HOLLY HOUSE PRINCETON NJ 08540-2815
LAUBENSTEIN DL\NA 19126 LIGGEIT ST NORTHBIDGE CA 91324-2719
LAWLER JUDY 1098 LONOKE RD MUNFORDViriF. KY 42765-9228
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LAWSON CLORINE J* HIGHLAND RIDGE, 180 SCOTTIE DR
GLASGOW KY 42141-3552
51 WHTEE ACRES DR CAVE CITY KY 42127-9158
P.O.BOX 409 MEDANALES NM 87548-0409







MCDANIEL MIKE 202TYNERD LOUISVnT,F. KY 40207-3444
MCMECHANDONNA 2511 ATCHISONAVE LAWRENCE KS 66047-2621
MCQUOWN PATTI J. 3677 OIL WELL ROAD GLASGOW KY 42141-8251
MESKER WENDALLW 7013 OLD HEADY RD LOUISVILLE KY 40299-5209
MILLDCAN MAFn,YN 1192 NW CHERRY DR ROSEBURG OR 97470-1819
MIZLLL DAVID E 11870 SPRUCE HAVEN ST LOUIS MO 63146-4818
MORRIS LINDELL A 2423 FULTON AVE DAVENPORT lA 58203-3720
MOSIER HOMER D 6472 HARDING RD VAT .T EY SPRINGS CA 95252-9437
MOSS GERAl n E 530 ASHLEY COURT BEREA KY 40403-1286
MLFRREY LORETTA MARTIN* 1313 DRIPPING SPRINGS RD GLASGOW KY 42141-2258
MYERS LOUELLA K* 8300 NW BARRY RD #217 KANSAS CIl Y MO 64153-1634
NAGEL DOROTHY* P.O. BOX 10037 MURFREESBO TN 37129
NEHT, MICHAEL JOHN P. 0. BOX 108 RIO JL 61472-0108
NICHOLS ELMER W 4895 PINE RIDGEDR, #208 COLUMBUS IN 47201-2207
NORMAN SHIRI ,FY ANN* 500 CLEVELAND AVE GLASGOW KY 42141-1908
NOVOSEL MR. DON 105 INDIE CIRCLE GLASGOW KY 42141-3433
NUNNALLY ROBERT A 103 CROSBY ST GEORGETOWN TX 78633-4948
PAGERLY, GAn.DENHAM 2423 MARK DRTVE MESQUITE TX 75150-5316
PARIS MARION* 44 E 82^*^ ST INDIANAPOLIS IN 46240-2202
PATE GREG & NATALIE 3602 SAWMH L CIRCLE PACE FL 3271
PAYNE PATRICIA 708 CLEVELAND AVE. GLASGOW KY 42141-9702
PEDEN JAMES E* 5888 BOWLING GREEN RD GLASGOW KY 42141-9702
PEDEN RICHARD & SUE 3480 BLUERIDGE DRIVE PENSACOLA FL 32504
PENDLETONBARBARA 822 NORTH GREEN ST GLASGOW KY 42141
PITCOCK JOHNR 7110 ROLLING CREEK BLVD LOUISVILLE KY 40228-1346
PITTS JENNIFER NEWMAN 3101 OAK SPRINGS DR PLANO TX 75025-3975
POWELL TONL\ TRUIT * 613WI1.1 OW ST MANFIELD TX 76063-2417
PRESCOTT BETTY BARLOW 7 LA SALLE DR BANGOR ME 04401-2533
RAMEY WILLIAM LEWIS 138 VILLAGE CIRCLE GLASGOW KY 42141-3400
RENEAU FRED & DEBBIE 1195 LYONS SCHOOL RD. GLASGOW KY 42141
RICH DARRELL 674 RED CROSS ROAD PARK CITY KY 42160-7527
RICHARDSON FRANCHELLE 1511 WEST MAIN STREET GLASGOW KY 42141
RICHEY JAMES H 9033 TOMPKINSVILT ,F RD GLASGOW KY 42141-7862
RICHEY ROBERT R 3019 FRANKS ROAD CLINTON OH 42216-9327
RIDDLE WILLIAM R* 750 N SHORELE^ BLVD, APT 37
MOUNTAESlVJUbW CA 94043-3221
RIHERD MRS. SHELLEY T 77 STEEPLECHASE RD GLASGOW KY 42141-9068
RODGERS MRS. ANNIE K 180 SCOTTIE DR.-UNii 124 GLASGOW KY 42141-2734
ROPP BARLOW 306 WEST BROWN ST. GLASGOW KY 42141
RUBY NELLE 9099 WEST BASS LAKE RD IRONS MI 49644-9018
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RYBACK MRS. CLARICE* 1826 FOOTHILL AVE SCHOFIELD WI 54476^848
SAWYER NONI 37071 TOVEYAVE PALMDAI F CA 93551-7831
SGLAV LOLA HARTT 1775 PARAGON DRIVE ST. GEORGE UT 84790-6136
SHAFER HELEN SUE 8 SOUTH 2f" ST RICHMOND IN 47374-5808
SHAW GATHERED M 875 DRY RUN ROAD BEECH CREEK PA 16822-8022
SHOWN LEWA 460 WALNUTS IREET CALHOUN KY 42327-2105
SIDES STANLEY* 2014 BETH DR CAPE GIRARDEAU MO 63701-1810
SIMMONS MR.&MRS.ROLLIN 300 SEAY STREET GLASGOW KY 42141-2045
SLIFE DONALD R 11189 TULANE AVE UTTLETON CO 80127-1005
SMITH PAUL* 402 KEEPA WAY SAGLE ID 83860
SIEENBERGEN JULIAN 8402 ZIER RD YAKIMA WA 98908-9238
STONE IRENE DICKERS0N715 N MONROE AVE SEDGWICK KS 67135-9493
STRADER MRS. SARAH R. 3623 HARPERS FERRY DR STOCKTON CA 95219-3656
TALBOTT CRYSTAL B P.O. BOX 6497 MARYVILl ,F TN 37802-6497
lEMPLIN BARBARA A 11559 WOODBRIDGEBLVD SEMINOLE FL 33772-2209
TERRY SAMUEL* 705 LESLIE AVENUE GLASGOW KY 42101-2114
THOMAS EVAM 1014 SO 24™ ST LAFAYETTE IN 47905-1633
THOMAS MARTHA 1552 OIL CITY ROAD GLASGOW KY 42141
TOBIN CHARLES ROBERT 1615 BELMONT ST LAS VEGAS NV 89030-7263
TYLER NANCY STERLING 6031 LLOYD COURT DALLAS TX 75252-2676
WADDELL IIMMY 106 INDIE CIRCLE GLASGOW KY 42141
WADE DOROTHY E 2096 BURKESVILLE RD GLASGOW KY 42141-8352
WARE CYNIHIA 316 ARCADIA ST HURST TX 76053
WEBSIER MICHAEL 1455 NATALIE DRIVE FRANKLIN IN 46131-9489
WEIDNER DOROTHY PENDLETON 312 HEATHER DR HEYWORTH IL 61745-9215
WEST MARJORY H. 4017 W HAYWARD AVE PHOENIX AZ 85051-5749
WHITE EVELYN* 14457-E 2650, NORTH RD DANVILLE IL 61834
WHITE JOHNJ* 317 FELSPAR WAY CARY NC 27518-2202
WILKES CHESIER 11626LIDA ROSEDR SAN ANTONIO TX 78216-3016
WILLS NANCY F 20617 PARKSIDE CIRCLE POTOMAC FALLS VA 20165-7512
WILSDON DIANE C* 1175 W BASELINE RD CLAREMONT 91711-2199
WILSON 1 FIGHT 9114 GLOVER LANE LOUISVn T E KY 40242-3324
WITCHER MARVIN & JANET 609 SO. GREEN ST. GLASGOW KY 42141
WOOD RUTH BRIDGES 156 LOHDEN RD GLASGOW KY 42141-3520
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EXCHANGE AND LIBRARY MEMBERSHIP LISTING FOR 2012
ADAIR CO GEN SOCIETY P.O. BOX 613
DECATUR GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY P.O.BOX 1548
FORT WORTH PUBLIC LIBRARY 500 WEST 3^ ST









GREEN CO HISTORICAL SOCIETY
HART CO HISTORICAL SOCIETY
HOOSIER GEN-INDIANA mST SOC.
HOPKINS CO. GEN SOCIETY
HOPKINS CO. GEN SOCIETY





OLD BUNCOMBE CO GEN SOCIETY
PELLISSIPPI GENEALOGICAL SOC.
SOUTHERN CALIF. GEN SOCIETY
SOUTHERN INDIANA GEN SOC.
SOUTHERN KY GEN SOCIETY
ST LOUIS GENEALOGICAL SOC P.O. BOX 43010
SURRY CO GENEALOGICAL SOC P.O. BOX 997
TAYLOR CO HISTORICAL SOC P.O. BOX 14
VA-NC PIEDMONT GEN SOC P.O. BOX 2272
WATAUGA ASSOC OF GENEALOGISTS P.O.BOX 117
WEST CENTRAL FAMILY RESEARCH P.O. BOX 291
ALVA PUBLIC LIBRARY 504 7™ STREET
HARRODSBURG HISTORICAL SOC P.O. BOX 316
SIMPSON CO HISTORICAL SOC, INC. 206 N COLLEGE ST FRANKLIN
THE FILSON CLUB 1310 SO 3^^" STREET LOUISVILLE
ALLEN CO PUBLIC LIBRARY - GENEALOGY PERIODICALS
P.O. BOX 2270 FT WAYNE
DALLAS PUBLIC LIBRARY - SERL\LS 1515 YOUNG ST DALLAS
FAMILY SEARCH - LIBRARY RIGHTS 50 E NORTH TEMPLE, RM 545
SALT LAKE CITY
SERIALS/HELM-CRAVENS/KY LIBRARY, WKU
1906 COLLEGE HTS BLVD. #I 1067
LEXINGTON PUBLIC LIBRARY 140 EAST MAIN ST
LOS ANGELES PUBLIC LIBRARY 630 WEST 5™ ST
CINCINNATI PUBLIC LIBRARY ~ ACQUISITIONS
800 VINE ST
TN ST LIBRARY & ARCHIVES, TECHNICAL SERVICES
403 SEVENTH AVE, N
NEWSPAPERS/PERIODICALS, WISC HISTORICAL SOCIETY
816 STATE STREET MADISON
PERIODICALS DEPT.,,MIDWEST GENEALOGY CTR., MCPL
3440 LEES SUMMIT RD INDEPENDENCE
P.O. BOX 276
P.O. BOX 606
















118 HICKS STREET CLINTON





















































































South Central KY Historical & Genealogical Society
Members & Life* Members(*) for WINTER 2012
GIFT MEMBERSHIPS
Schools, Libraries, Speakers and Winners of Mabel Shelby Wells Essay Contest
GLASGOW CHRISTIAN ACADEMY 600 OLD CAVALRY DR GLASGOW KY 42141
AUSTIN TRACY SCHOOL 247 AUSTIN TRACY RD LUCAS KY 42156
BARREN CO HIGH SCHOOL 507 TROJAN TRAIL GLASGOW KY 42141
EASTERN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 4601 NEWSALEMRD GLASGOW KY 42141
GLASGOW HIGH SCHOOL 1601 COLUMBIA AVE GLASGOW KY 42141
GLASGOW MIDDLE SCHOOL 104 SCOTTIE DRIVE GLASGOW KY 42141
HISEVILLE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 149 CARDINAL BLVD. HISEVILLE KY 42152
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS 10 FIRST ST, SE WASHINGTON DC 20540
MARY WOOD WELDON LIBRARY 1530 SO GREEN ST GLASGOW KY 42141
METCALFE CO PUBLIC LIBRARY 200 SO. MAIN STREET EDMONTON KY 42129
NORTH JACKSON ELEM. SCHOOL 2002 NO. JACKSON HY GLASGOW KY 42141
PARK CITY SCHOOL P.O. BOX 247 PARK CITY KY 42160
POGUE SPECL\L COLL. LIBRARY 200 I5TH STREET MURRAY KY 42017-3308
TEMPLE HILL SCHOOL 8788 TOMPKINSVILLE RD GLASGOW KY 42141
IT'S RENEWAL TIME!
As 2013 approaches and our 41st year, we don't want to lose you! Please
fill out the membership application form found at the back of the quarterly. You
will note the new rates which are effective for 2013.
Remember to include up to three names you are researching and they will
be published in each quarterly as space allows. If you have an e-mail address,
include that also as many of our researchers contact others this way.
Finally, I do ask, as Editor, that if you have a Bible record, a historical
document, an old photograph of one of your family, or anything that would be
of interest to others, we'd love to print those also! You will be given full credit
for your submission. If you have published a family book, you may forward one
copy to the Editor and I will review it in an upcoming issue ofTraces. The book
will then be placed in the holdings of the Society. If you would prefer, you can
scan documents or photographs and e-mail it to me at sgorin@glasgow-ky.com
or mail it to me at: Sandi Gorin, 205 Clements Avenue, Glasgow, KY 42141-0314.
ADArR,ALEXR 57 . OLIVE 25
ADAMS,GLORIA LYKINS 46 . OPHELIA 25
LIZZIE 52 . PAULINE K 43
AGERS 12 . ROBERT E 25
ALBANY,EDWARD 56 . THOMAS J 25
. JESSIE MAY 88 BAINBRIDGE,DR 9
. MATTIE 88 BAIRD,VIRGIL 52
ALCOCK,CLARENCE 67 BAKER,ESTELLA 44
. CLARENCE E 67 . SALLIE 52
. CURTIS 67 . W M 52
. GRACE 67 BALDOCK,GEO 60
. JOHN L 67 BALLARD,JACK 66
. MINNIE 67 BANDON,ALPHUS 64
. STELLA 67 BAQUET,M 2
. WELFORD 67 BARLOW,KATE 52
ALEXANDER 91 BARRICK,MILTON MRS 44
ALEXANDER,ARLE L 44 STELLA A 68
JAMES 52 EARTH,PAUL C 80
ALLAN,J F 94 BASHAM,LULA 44
ALLEN,DAVID B 94 BASSINGWAITE,
. ETTIE 94 . EDWARD FRANKIN 49
. GEORGE 67 . J EDWARD 48-49
. LOLITA 43 . RUBY F 48
. MARY NUNN 94 . RUBY S 49
AMENT 100 BASTAIN,CECIL L 74
AMOS,MARY FRANCES 44 BASTIEN,PAUL 70
ANDERSON,DAVID 57 BAYLES 2
. DAVID 0 57 BEALS,CALLIE 52
. RICHARD CLOUGH 18 BEAM,JACOB 73
. WILLIAM P 93 BEATTY,JOHN 56
ANGEL,LOISE 52 EECK,CATHERINE 73
APOLLOS 12 J M 60
ARMES,ELLIA 43 EEEBE,GRACE 44
ARTERBURN 12 BELL,HENRY 34
ARTERBURN,FERRELL 7 . J F 52
ROXIE 7 . JOHN MILLER 34
ASPLEY,BRUCE 96 . L W 52
ATKINSON,SOPHIA 43 . ROBERT SLAUGHTER 34
ATNIP,ERNEST 74 . WILLIAM FRANKLIN 34
ATWOOD,TONY 45 BENEDICT,GARLAND 44
AUSTIN 12 . LORA 43
AUSTIN,JOHN 52 . NELLIE 43
AVIS,R K 52 BENTON,M M 49
BAGBY,ANNA 52 M M REV 48
BAILEY,ALBERT W 25 BERGEN,ROBERT 110
. ALTAMIRA 25 BERNARDI,HENRY 88
. ATOHISON 25 BERRY,LIZA HARRISON 88
. B W 25 MAYLE 88
. EARTHENIA 25 BERTRAM,FRANK 56
. DAVID 25 . GEORGE 56
. ELLA T 25 . MARJORIE 44
. G R 86 BETHEL,GERTRUDE 88
. GEORGIANA VARBLE 25 BEWLEy,ALICE 44
. GERTRUDE 25 . GARY 39-40
. JESSE 71 BIGGERS,L U 52
. JOHN A 25 BILES 71
. JOHN P 25 BINGHAM,ROBERT W 80
. JOSIAH M 25 BIRK,JOHN 56
. LINDSAY 25 BIRKS,JOHN 57
. LIZZIE 52 BISHOP 91
. MILTON 25 BLACK,POWELL 52



























. CLARA KEITH 65
. HATHES 65
. MART 64






. EINAR TOBIN 4 9
. J A DR 48
. JAMES A DR 49
. MITTIE 48
















. WILLA BEATRICE 34
BROWNING,NANCY 12
BROWNLEE,VERONA 53























. WM T 57
BUTLER 91
BUTLER,IRA F M 76-77
. JOHN 7 6
. MARY ANN DAVIDSON 7 6
. PETER 7 6




. F G 86
. GEORGE 18-20

















. MIRANDA FOSTER 94










. CYNTHIA MAY 35
. EARL 88
. JAMES W 109
. MARGARET CATHERINE 88
. MURL ARTHER 88
. WARNER 35
. WILLIAM Y 88 CURD,DANIEL 57 ,73
. WILLIE EDISON 88 FANNIE 61
CASH,KATHERINE 88 CURRY,MARY MADLINE 88
GERMAN?,CLARENCE 88 DALE,EMILY 96
CHAMBERLAIN,E P 2 DAUGHERTY,MITCHELL 100
CHAMBERS,G DEWEY 44 DAVIDSON 91
CHANDLER,J L 53 DAVIDSON, ALEXANDER 76
CHAPLIN,EMMETT H 94 . E L 2
CHASE,KROY 74 . ELIJAH 76
CHERRY,HENRY HARDIN 31 . L T 2
THOMAS CRITTENDEN 31 . MARGRET MURPHY 76
CHILDERS,G C 53 . MARY ANN 76
CHISM,JOHN 57 DAVIES,W J 53
WILL THOMAS 88 DAVIS 12
CHURCH,WILL 65 DAVIS,BEULAH 44
CLARK,GEORGE ROGERS 17 . JEFF 82
36 . W F 60
. THOMAS 56 . W T 44
COCKRILL,TRAVIS 54 DENCKLER,PAUL 48
COLEMAN,BESSIE 34 DENHAM,BESSIE 88
COLLINS,WINSTON H 86 DENTON 91
COMBS,VIOLA ISABEL 48 DENTON,DAVID 14
COMER,MARY BIT 65 . JOSEPH 14
. MASTON 12 . LENNIE R 91
. NANCY BROWNING 12 . THOMAS 13
. SAMUEL 12 DEPEW,GEORGE 53
CONNER, DEPP,A 60
MARGARETTE DUNLOP 83 . C 60
COOK 12 . CORAZINIDA? 88
COOK,ABRAM 77 . ELLEN E 65
. FRANCIS 77 . EMILY A 109
. RACHEY 77 . H 60
COOMBS,SAMUEL A 48 . J P 94
. VIOLA B 48 . JAMES P 86
. VIOLA BELLE 48 . JAS 60
COOP 91 . JIM 107
COPAS,TERRY 91 . JOHNNY 32
CORNISH,JOSEPH J 48 -49 . JOSEPH S 108
CORNWALLIS 14 . JOHN BURKS 31
COX 100 . LENETTE 44
CRADDOCK,G PORTER 53 . MARIBA RENEAU 31
WILLIAM 53 . MARJORIE ADELINE 108
CRAVEN,JAMES 53 , 109
CRAWFORD, . MARY 108
. BENJAMIN TAYLOR 38 . NELLIE 108
. J C 53 . NELLIE MAY 108
. KATHRYN LANE 38 . NELLIE MAY HOWARD 108
. LARRY DOUGLAS 38 . NETTIE 31 -32
. MARTHA LANE 38 . NETTIE B C 32
. VIRGIL M 38 . NETTIE BAYLESS -
CREEK 12 COURTS 31
CRENSHAW 102 . OREN R 44
CRENSHAW,RUTH 44 . PITSY 31
SCOTT 101 . ROLIN ELSTON 108
CROCKETT 17 . THOMAS 109
CROGHAN 73 . VIRGINIA 108
CROGHAN,WILLIAM 18 ,74 . VIRGINIA DARE 108
CROW,JOHN 57 . WILLIAM G 108-109
CROWE,BROTHER 100 . WILLIAM GRINSTEAD 108
CRUMP,HAVILAH 57-58 . WILLIAM HOWARD 108
CRUMPTON 91 DEVASHER,D M 53
CRUTCHER,A J 60 LELA 53
CUMMINS,J B 53 DICKEY,JOSEPH 53
. LESLIE 53 . WILLIAM 68
. WELTON 88 DUVALL,BROTHER 69
DICKINSON,BARTLETT G 45 . FANNIE 67
. BARTLETT GRAVES 45 . FRANK 74
. HAIDEN MRS 49 . KATIE D 44
. HAIDEN TRIGG 48 -49 EAGLETON,WILLIAM 52
. JOE TOM 74 EASTMAN,DICK 49
. LELIA ROGERS 45 EASTON,C D 52
. LEWIS DR 45 EATMAN 91
. SELMA 45 EATON,EDNA 44
. T P 53 ,62 EDWARDS 34
. T P MRS 36 EDWARDS,BLANCHE 43
. TEMPLE 45 . CYRUS 37,99, 101
. THO 57 . FRANCES ROOTES 4 51-4 6
. THOMAS 57 . MR 100
. THOMAS MRS 36 ELDRIDGE,ELSIE 88
DIEFFENBACH,REV 85 ELDRIGE,MARY 88
DINNING,JAMES 52 ELLIOTT,IDELLE C 44
DISMON 12 MAUDE 44
DIXON 76 ELLIS,G B 52
DODD,FRED B 74 ELLISON,JENNIE BOLES 34
DODSON 91 35
DONALDSON 71 . EUGENE 52
DOSS,MR 67 ELMORE,LAURA A 88
DOSSEY 12 EMBERTON 12
DOUGLAS,STEPHEN A 76 EMBERTON,LORENA 89
DOWNING 12 ENGLAND 12
DOWNING,PAULINE 88 ENGLAND,JOHN 74
DOWNS,J M N 52 . MOENA 12
MAY 52 ENNIS,TRIGG 101
DRAPER 91 EPES,C A 38
DRIVER,NAOMI 88 ETHERTON 91
DUDLEY,T U RT REV 48 EUBANK,G H 52
DUERSON,WMM 44 ROBERT 89
DUFF,CHARLIE 88 EUBANKS,JOHN 52
DUGARD,MOLLIE 88 EVANS,ED 102
DUIGARD,JIM MARION 88 . R S 53
DULIN,BAKER 88 . W M 52
DUNAGAN,CHRISTINE 44 EVERETT,JEREMIAH 57
DUNCAN 12 WILSON 87
DUNCAN,GILBERT GOBEL 88 EWING 91
DUNN 12 FAINE,DARCUS 106
DURRELL,EMMA 85 FARLEIGHT,LT COL 6
DUVAL,"BUM" 68 FARRIS, GEORGIA KATE 44
. ADDIE 67 . MARY JEWELL 43
. ANN 67 . PAULINE 44
. ANNIE 67 FAULKNER 12
. CAROLYN 68 FAWLKES,MARK 52
. DOCK 68 FERGUSON,HAZEL 44
. ED 67 , 68 . JOSEPH 74
. EDWARD MORTIMER 67 . RUBY 43
. EMMA 67 FINLEY,JOHN 22
. FANNIE 67 FISHER,JOHN 57
. JAMES 68 FITZGERALD 71
. JOHN 68 FLETCHER,G W 56
. KEY 67 FLING?,JOHN 56
. MARY 67 FLIPPIN,THO 57
. NANCY 68 THOMAS 12
. QUINCEY 67 FLIPPING,FLOSSIE 89
. RICE 67 FLOwERS,NELLE 44
. ROBERT 67 FLOYD,JOHN 93
. SAMUEL 68 FORD 13
. SHEPHERD 67 -68 FORD,MARY 106
. PRESTON 52 . JAMES 60
.ROLLIS L 74 . JOHN 57-58
. W C 2 . MARY LOUISA 35
FORGY,S P REV 54 . MRS 4 9
FOSTER,MIRANDA 94 . SANDI 6,47,71,76,89,96
OLA 89 104,110
FOWLER 19,102 . THOMAS J 61
. DAVY 102 . THOS J 7
FOX,RUBIN 73 GRADY,JEFF 100
FRANCIS 91 GRAVEN,MELVIN 8 9
FRANCIS,MALICHA 74 GRAY 91
FRANK,HENRIETTA 35 GRAY,D A 92
. JOHN 54,101 . F D 92
. JULIET 54 . G D 91
FRANKLIN 1,31 . JOE 67
FRANKLIN,JAMES 57 . MARSHALL 91-92
. JNO 57 . MR 92
. MARY JANE 89 . SAM 67
FRANKS,MARY 54 GRAYHAM,B V D 89
FREEMAN,ELIZABETH 44 GREEN 12,91
FROEDGE,OR 87 GREEN,RAY 65
PLEAS 89 GREER,W P 43
FROGGE,T D REV 99 GRIMES,BEOLAH 44
FRY,W H 52 GRINSTEAD,
GAINES,EDMUND 78 . ALICE BELLE 108
. LUCY 78 . ANGELINA 108
. POLLY 78 . ANGELINE 109
. RICHARD 78 . BETTIE CORA 108
GALLOWAY,VIRGINIA 29 . CHRISTOPHER
GANTER,GEORGE CARR 5 TOMPKINS 108
. fCATE DICKINSON 5 . EMILY MOORE 108
. LEWIS 107 . GEORGE ROLLINS 108
GARDNER, . JAMES 80
. FLORENCE EDWARDS 37 . JAMES F 80
. WOODFORD L 37 . JAMES FAUNTLEROY 80
GARNER,ANNIE 52 . JAMES PHILIP 108
GARNETT, . JOHN PHILLIP 108
. CATHARINE STOCKTON 35 . LAURA ELLA 108
. HALLIE MRS 36 . LEVINA 80
. RICHARD 35 . LU ANN 108
GARRISON 17 . LUCY 108
GASSAWAY,BENJAMIN 57 . MARY ANN 108
GATEWOOD,TOMMIE L 89 . MR 81
GEE,VIRGINIUS 0 48 . NELL 43
VIRGINUS 0 REV 48 . PHILIP WADE 108
GENTRY 12-13 . POLLY GUY 108
GERALDS,OPAL JOYCE 89 . R H 2
GIBBS,WM 60 . ROBERT EMMERT 108
GIBSON,S F 52 . S W 108
GILLENWATER,J D 52 . SAMUEL WADE 108
GIST,DR 9 . VIRGIL HOOKER 108
GOAD 12 .WE 80
GOODALL 12 . WILLIAM 60,80
GOODE,CECIL 8,70 . WILLIAM EDWARD 108
CECIL E 37 GUMBERT,BETTY K 34
GOODMAN,HALLIE 89 GUTHRIE,EMMA 52
. HENRY 89 GUY 19
. SIMON 86 HAGAN,J M 53
GORIN,ANNIE 34-36 LILLIE MAE 43
. FRANK JR 35 HALE 42
. FRANKLIN 8,34 -35,37 HALE,BETTIE 89
. FRANKLIN JR 34 KEITH 41
. J W 5 HAMLETT,CHARLES MRS 53
HAMMER,BILLY 53 . RUBY L
JOHN 53 . SCHUYLER 109
HAMPTON,BERTHA 89 . TOM 110
HANEY?,ROBERT PRESTON 8 9 . V H 109
HANFORD,CLARENTITHE? 89 . W J 109
HANNUM,LUCY MERRITT 48 HARVEY, ALLEN 22
HARBISON,A J 101--102 . BARNETT 23
. GEORGE 101 . BARNETT HUFFMAN 22
. KAY 69 . MINERVA V 23
HARDY,JAMES GREEN 34 HATCHER,JEV? 60
MINERVA McGUFFEY 34 HAWKINS 91
HARLAN 12 HAWKINS,BETITE 62
HARLAN,CLAY 64 . JOHN T 62
. KM C 108 . UNCLE 78
. WIRT 64 HEAD,W 0 80
HARLIN,CLAY 65 HELTSLEY 91
. MARY BIT COMER 65 HENDRICKS,JOSEPH 57
. WILLIAM WIRT 65 HENSLEY,TYLER 40
HARLING,T JEF 60 HENSON,ABEL 57
HARLOW 100 HERALD 91
HARLOW,LESLIE 74 HERBERT,HAIDEN C 43
. MARSHALL 7 HERRON,JOSEPH S 30
. NEOMA FLORENCE 89 HESTER,HARLEY B 74
HARPER,CHARLIE 44 HIBBITT,BUFIE 44
HARRELL,JAS W 44 HICKS,KGROVER C 89
HARRISON,ANNA MAE 109 W T 2
. B G 89 HIGGINS,WILLIAM 73
. BERTHA 109, 110 HILL,CHAS L 54
. BILL 110 HISER,"HAMFAT" 56
. CAROLINE B 109 HOBSON,A G 6
. CHARLOTTE F - HODGES,HARRY BOWLING 8 9
WILLIAMS 109 WILL 74
. DAINE 43 HODGKIN,MRS 49
. EARL R 109 PRISCILLA 49
. EDNA J 109 HODGKINS,PRICILLA 48
. ELIZABETH PINCKLY 110 HOGUE,ANNIE ALMA 89
. H DAINE 71 HOLDER,ETHEL 89
. H P 109-•110 MINNIE BELL 89
. HADEN A 109-•110 HOLLY,HERBERT 66
. HATTIE P 110 HOLMAN,GWENDOLYN 44
. HATTIE P McGUIRE 109 HORD 100
. I N 109, 110 HORD,JOHN 100
. JAMES 109-•110 HOSS,"AUNT LIZZIE" 35-36
. JAMES G 110 PETER 35
. JANE 110 HOUCHENS,JERRY 70
. JASPER 110 HOUCHINS 91
. JASPER F 110 HOWARD 12
. JOHN ROBERT 89 HOWARD,BESS 34
. JOSEPH A 110 . C C DR 34
. LETHA R 109 - DR 87
. LILLIE MAY 89 . NELLIE MAY 108
. MARTHA 43 . PRESTON 89
. MARTHA POWELL 70 . TOMPIE N 44
. MARY ANN 109 . WILLIE 89
. MARY V 109, 110 HUDDLESTON 91
. NANCY B 110 HUDLESTON,A A 53
. PAULINE 89 HUDSON 67, 91
. PORTER 74 HUFF 91
. ROBERT 109 HUFFMAN,
. ROBERT G 109 MINERVA VIRGINIA 22
. ROBERT S 109 HUGGINS 55
. ROY E 109 MUGGINS,W EDW 60
. RUBY 89 . Z R 7, 60
109
. ZION 46-47 KINGREY,PHEBE 44
HUGHES 12 KINSLOW 18, 91
HUGHES,LUCY 44 KINSLOW,AMPS 65
HUME,ENOCH 57 . ANNIE 89
HUNT,M DEAN 3 .CHARLES H 74
HURT,BEULAH 89 . EVA 89
. PAULINE 44 . HANNAH W 44
. ROBRT 89 . MOLLIE 65
. WM EMORY 89 . MORGAN 89
HUTCHERSON,JOHN SI 100 . MRS 65
IMES,A W 53 KIRK,LEE JEWEL 89
ISENBERG 12-13 KRUEGER,J W 62
ISENBERG,CHESTER B 74 LAFFERTY,MARY AGNES 44
JACKSON 12 LAIR 67
JAMERSON,BETTIE 89 . ALICE 67
JAMES 91 . BIRD 67
JAMES LAWRENCE 34 . DRILLA 67
JAYNES,DELLA M 44 . ED 67
JESSIE,LAVERNE 66 . WALTER 67
JESSUP,THOS S MRS 74 LANCASTER 91
JEWELL,E F 94 LAND,JAMES 2
. JOHN M 74 LANNING,JOSEPH 73-74
. MARY "POLLY" 54 LAUDERBACK,CHLOE ANNE 7
JOHNSON 12 . JACLYN 7
JOHNSON,E POLK 61 . JASON 7
HAZEL 44 . PARKER JONATHON 7
JONES 53 LAWLESS,BURWELL 66,100
JONES,ALMA 7 LAWSON,WILLIAM HENRY 89
. CLIFTON 7 LEACH,JOHN 60
. EUGENE S 74 LEE 12-13
. EZEKIEL 2 LEE,DAVID 56
. IRA 7 LEECH,BRICE T 70
. JAMES BRENT 7 . J S 2
. JOHN H 2 . JOSEPH SHERRIL DR 86
. KENNETH 7 LEIBING,ELLA 53
. LILLIE 53 LEMIE,JASPER 2
. LOUIE 89 LESLIE,EMILY 36
. MARY LOU 7 PRESTON GOVERNOR 36
. MINNIE 89 LESSENBERRY,ROBERT A 95
. MYRTIE OLIVE 7 LEWIS,JOHN 2
. PEARL 43 . MARY WALKER 63
. POLLY 108 . NICHOLAS 63
. RUBY 70 . RICHARD P 44
. S E MRS 36 . THOMAS 74
. S T 53 LIKENS,VERNIE 89
. THOMAS 7 LINCOLN,ABE 68
. THOS 60 LITTRELL,ROBERT 109
. V H 6 LOCKETT,JAMES K MRS 100
. VEACHEL 6 LEMUEL 101
JORDAN,JAMES 7 LOCKHART 30
. POLLY MURRELL 94 LOCKHART,WINNIE 0 89
. REBECCA 43 LOGAN,W 57-58
. SAM 7 LOGGINS,T B 53
. SAMUEL 94 LOGSDON 91
. SUSAN MURRELL 94 LOVE,G W REV 99
KEAN,CYRUS 53 LUCKET,JOE 101
KEITH 91 LYKINS,GLORIA 46
KEITH,CLARA 65 JOHN SCOTT 46
DAVID 29 LYONS,CINNIE 89
KELLY,DR? 53 . ED 65
KILGORE,EDWARD 56 . J S MRS 44
KINGERY 91 . JOEL THOMAS 65
KINGORE 102 . JOY 37









. CLARRA C 83
.EL 81
. ELLIE LEE 83
. EMILY MONROE 83
. FARAR CONNER 83
. JOE ELLIS 44
. JOHN HENDERSON 83
. LEWIS RANDOLPH 83
. LOUIS K 83
. MARGARET SPENCER 83











. JOHN H 83









CONNER 83 . WILLIE 74
. MARTIN C 83 MORRISON,EDNA 43
. MARY FRANCES 61 HENRY CLAY REV 40
. MINNIE 53 MORSE,F L 60
. SPENCER WOOD 83 MOSS,FREDERICK 56
. VIRGINIA 43 MUELLER,C/0 86
. WILLIAM T 81 MUIR,JOHN 8
. WILLIAM THOMPSON 81-83 MUNFORD 102
MATHEWS,EARL V 89 MUNF0RD,W E 60
MATTHEWS 91 MURPHY,JOHN 76,77
MATTHEWS,BOB 32 . MARGRET 76
. C L S 53 . RACHEL 76-77
, JAINNY 34 MURRAY 91
. JAMES 57 MURRAY,CAPTOLA 53
. JOHN 1, 56-57 MURRELL 53
. JOHN JR 57 MURRELL,B0B 101
. JOHN SR 57 POLLY 94
MAUPIN 1,31 MUTTER,JOHN 69
MAXEY,NANNIE 38 MYERS,ERNEST 2
PHILIP 57 JOSEPH 2
MAYFIELD,JOHN 57 MacSWORDS,LEAH W 91
. LIZZIE 53 McBEATH,J MARK 53
. MAYME 44 THEOPHILUS 53
. THOIMAS 57 McCARTY,H M 53
MAYO,MRS 93 McCLUNG,WILLIAM 25
MAYS 12 McCONNELL,FANNY 83
MEANSREV 99 . J 83
MEEK,FANNIE 53 . JOHN BRECKINRIDGE 84
LECTIE 89 . MRS 84
MELL,A W 53 McCRACKIN,PEARL 53
M P 53 McCREARY,J R 53
MELTON 91 McCUISTGON,E H 53
MENTZ,E H MRS 49 McDANIEL 6
MERIWETHER,MILDRED 63 MCDONALD 91
MERRITT,LUCY 48 MCELROY,C U 62
MILLER,DR 10-11 McFADIN,CAPTAIN 15
. HENRY 9,57 E A 14
. HENRY DR 8 McFERRAN 102
. PETE 101 McFERRAN,JOHN 57
. ROBERT 44 McGUFFEY,MINERVA 34
. WILLIAM DR 11 McGUIRE,HATTIE P 109-110
MILLS,ESTELLE 53 McINTYRE,TANDY 53
MINOR 99 McKENNEY,ELLA 53
McKINNEY,FRANCES 99 . KATE B 65
Mclaughlin,ALICE 85 . THOMAS 65
McMillan,BENTON 53 . THOMAS B "TOMPIE" 65
McMILLEN,FANIE 44 PELL,SARAH 34
NEAL 12 PENDERGAST,J N REV 12
NEAL,DAVID 3 PENNYCUFF 91
. EVERETT 3 PERDUE 91
. JAMES C 1 PETERMAN,A L 52
. TIMOTHY 1/3 PETTINGILL,BETTIE 52
NEEDLES,STANTON 53 PETTY,BROTHER 99
NEIGHBORS,HASLEY 53 PEYTON,SILAS 38
NEILL,MICHAEL JOHN 49 PHILLIPS,B S 52
NEILSON,MAJ 17 PICKETT,WM 57
NELSON,SANDRA LANE 38 PICKETT,WILLIAM 57
NEWELL,ROBERT 73 PIERCEY,J L REV 40
NEWMAN,C C 52 PINCKLEY,JENIE 44
NHEWBERRY,THOMAS L 44 SILAS 12
NOLIN,A B 108 PINCKLY,ELIZABETH 110
NORRIS,ED 52 POLLARD,ROBERT 71
NUNN,BEULA 1 POMPELLY 19
. L R 99 PORTER,E H 52-53
. MARY 94 POWELL,ISABELLE 110
. MATER 55-56 . JESSIE B 44
. WINSTON 56, 95 . MARTHA 70
OAKES,LEVI B 89 POYNTER,A E 18
LOLA 89 PRENTICE,GEORGE D 10
OUSLEY,JENNIE 36 PRESTON,ANN 93
OVERSTREET,LOUISA J 44 . ANNA ELIZA 94
OVERTON,MALINOA 84 . ANNIE 44
OWSLEY,EUGENE 52 . ANNIE E 94
LULA 52 . BERTHA S 94
PACE,GLADYS 7 . EDWARD C 93-94
PAGE,ANNA 48 . ELIZA 93
. GERTRUDE 48-49 . ELIZABETH 93
. GLENN 44 . EMMA L 94-
. J H DR 48 . ETTIE A 94
. MARY WILLIE 43 . ETTIE ALLEN 94
PARDUE,EMA W 43 . FRANCIS 93
PARE 13 . JAMES P 93
PARE,ADA 52 . JEWELL C 94
C C 86 . JOHN 93
PARRISH,MARY 44 . JOHN B 92-94
WILL 74 . JOHN BASIL 94
PATERSON,BILLY 102 . JOHN H 94
PATTERSON,CHARLES 54 . LEONARD W 94
PATTON,COLONEL 93 . LETITIA 93
. ELIZABETH 92 . LEWIS 93
. JAMES 92 . LUCIAN W 92, 94
PAULL,R L 2 . LUCIEN W 86
PAXTON,NAOMI 43 . MARGARET 93
PAYHE,C E 44 . MARY 93-94
PAYNE,J M 7 . SAMUEL J 94
PECK,CATHERINE 73 . SARAH 93
. DANIEL 73-74 . SARAH R 93
. J T 109 . SUE E 94
. JACOB 73-74 . SUSAN F 94
. JAMES 60 . SUSAN MURRELL -
. WIDOW 74 JORDAN 94
PEDDIGO,RILEY 60 . SUSAN R 93
PEDEN,EVA COE 71 . SUSANNA 93
JAMES 70 . SUSANNA SMITH 93
PEDIGO,ELLEN E DEPP 65 . THOMAS 93
. HENRY NEWTON "BUCK" 65 . VIRGINIA F CARDEN 92
. 94 ROWLAND,PITSY DEPP 31
. WILLIAM 93 ROYALTY,H W 7 , 60
. WILLIAM R 93 ROYSE,MINNIE 43
PROCTOR,GEORGE M 35 RUNYON 91
MARY LOUISA 34 RUNYON,JULIA 85
PROFFITT 12 RUSH,GEORGE 89
PROFFITT,EMMA 43 SADLER 12
PURCELL,S T DR 60 SADLER,MOENA ENGLAND 12
QUANTRELL 84 SALLEY,LAURA LILLIAN 48
RACHFORD,JAMES 52 SAMPLES,JEWELL 44
RADFORD,MISS 93 SAMPSON,WM 60
RAGLETON,W L 52 SANDERS,JOHN SR 57
RALGER,HERBERT F 77 MINNIE LEE 89
RALSTON,HAL 86 SANDERSON,LAURA 52
RAMAN,THOMAS 2 SANDIDGE,J T 86
RAY,ED ROGER 89 SAUNDERS,JOHN 57
READ,BILL 107 SEARS,SAM JR 41
CECIL 89 SAM SR 41 -42
REDMAN,WM 2 SHELDON,A Z 83
REGAN,LUCILE 89 SHEPHERD,LULA 52
REHM,ENINGEER 98 W W 53
JOSEPH 98 SHERFIELD,JOHN 89
REIMERS,MARY 85 SHIELDS,JOHN 73
RENEAU,MARIBA 31 SHIPLEY,E A 53
RENFRO,G Y 52 SHIPWORTH,J L 53
RENICK,GEORGE 74 SHIRLEY,GERTIE LEE 89
WM 56 . JOHN 36
REYHNOLDS,JANE M 102 . MARY 36 -37
M S 102 SHUSTER,PEARL TRIGG 48
REYHOLDS,M 60 . W MORAN 62
M S 101 . WM MORGAN 48
REYNOLDS,J D 55 SILL,CHARLES 53
RICHARDS,DR 87 SIMMONS,"SNAKE" 56
RICHARDSON,FRANK MRS 36 . C C 37
RICHEY,MILLARD 43 . C CLAYTON 36
. NANCY 48 ,70 . JIMMONS 46
RIGGS,RUTH 44 . JIMMY 55 ,86
RIGSBY 91 . ROBERT 87
RITTER,JACOB 74 . TOMMY 55
JOHN 65 SMITH 12
ROATEN,W C 52 SMITH,A B MRS 48
ROBERTS 99 . ALLIE 48--49
ROBERTSON 91 . AMOS 56--57
ROBERTSON,JOHN 56 . ANNA 43
ROBINSON 93 . ANNIE 53
ROBINSON,WALLACE 52 . BURTON 53
ROGERS,ABNER MRS 36 . CLEO 53
. EDMOND 36 ,37 . CYNTHIA 7
. EDMUND 8 . ED DFAY 95
. GEORGE 18 . ELIZABETH WADDY 93
. GEORGE DR 34 . FRANCIS 93
. JOHN 18 . GEORGE WEISSINGER 80
. LELIA 45 . HARRY T 74
. SHIRLEY 37 . J A DR 48
. STERLING 48 . J N 2
ROIUSSEAU,I L 52 . J S 2
ROOSEVELT,PRESIDENT 81 . KATIE M 70
ROSECRANS,GENERAL 83 . KENNETH C 7
ROSS,BUFORD 101 . KENNETH C JR 7
REBECCA 44 . LAWRENCE 66
ROUNDTREE,GEORGE 95 . MITTIE 48
. HENRY 47 . RUBY JONES 70
ROUSSEAU,VIVIAN 71 . RUBY LUCILLE 7
. SUSANNA 93
. SUSANNAH JANE 84
. W B 53
. W K 2
. W S 2,53,86
SNODDY,A T 53
. B A 53
. BETTIE 53
. H C 53


















. MARY "POLLY" JEWELL 54
. MARY FRANKS 54
. WILLIAM H 54





TAYLOR, A C 53
. ALICE MRS 36
. BECKY 38
. BELLE TURNER 37
. ELIZABETH BELLE 38
. FRANK 44
. JAMES KYLE 38
. JENNA LORRAINE 38
. JESSICA BELLE 38
. JOE DONALD 37-38,70
. JOE DONALD JR 38
. JOE PAUL 38
. KYLE JACKSON 37
. KYLE TRAVIS 38
. MAUREEN 20
. SALLY 38
. SANDRA LANE NELSON 38
. TANA 4 0
TERRY,CATHERINE 34
. CHARLES 60
. DORA S MRS 3 6
.EE 52
. HANNAH 8 9
. HENRY 34
. JAMES LAWRENCE 34
. LESLIE MRS 36
. LESLIE MRS 36
. NAPOLEON BONAPARTE 34
NATHANIEL DAVIS 34
NATHANIEL GORIN REV 34
SAM 1, 4,70, 86, 107
SAMUEL W IV 4 6
SARAH PELL 34

















. ALANSON MRS 36
. ANNA B 48-49
. ANNIE CARTER 62
. BETTIE HAWKINS 62
. CHARLOTTE 62
. FANNIE CURD 61
. HAIDEE 62
. MAIDEN 57
. MAIDEN C 61-63
. HAIDEN MISS 48
. HERBERT BLANTON 48,63
. LITIE 62
. LOUISE B 62
. MARY FRANCES 62
. MARY FRANCES MARTIN 61
. PEARL 48






. L W 53
. MABEL L 44






























































































































































. SARAH FRANCES 89
. WILLIE LEE 89




C A MRS 13






















Books ForSale Bv the Society
Barren County Cemeteries. Beard & Leech, Editors. Hardbound. $25.00 plus $4.00 S&H.
Barren County Heritage. Goode & Gardner, Editors. Hardbound. $25.00 plus $4.00 S&H.
Barrens; Tlie Family Genealogy of the White. lones. Maxev. Rennick. Pope and Kirkpatrick
Families. Related lines. Emery H. White. $15.00 plus $3.00 S&H.
Biography of Elder Jacob Locke By James P. Brooks. $4.00 plus $1.00 S&H.
Goodhope Baptist Church (now Metcalfe County), Peden 1838-1872. $ 6.00
Historic Trip Through Barren County. C. Clayton Simmons. Hardbound. $18.00 plus $3.00 S&H.
Little Barren (Trammel's CreeklBaptist Church. Metcalfe Co, Peden. $ 6.00
Mt. Tabor Baptist Church. By church committee. $10.00 plus $2.00 S&H.
Pleasant Run Church. McFarland's Creek 1827-1844. Peden. $ 6.00
Stories of the Earlv Days. Cyrus Edwards by his daughter. Hardbound. $17.00 plus $3.00 S&H.
Then and Now. Dr. R. H. Grinstead. $2.00 plus $1,000 S&H.
Times of Long Ago. Franklin Gorin. Hardbound. $12.00 plus $3.00 S&H.
1879 Beers & Lanagan Map of Barren Co. 24x30 laminated cardstock, black & white. Landowners
shown, community inserts. $7.25 plus $3.75 S&H








Mail to: South Central Kentucky and Historical Society, P.O. Box 157, Glasgow, KY 42142-0157
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION










Enclosed is my check/money order in the amount of $ for membership in the
Society. Dues received before January of each year will insure that you name is on our
mailing list of "Traces" for the first issue of the year. If received after that date, you will be
mailed your current issue and all back issues due you at that time. PLEASE NOTIFY US OF
ADDRESS CHANGES!
Regular Membership $15.00
Family Membership $18.00 (one copy of "Traces"]
Life Membership, under age 70 $150.00
Life Membership, over age 70 $100.00
Thank you for your support!
Mail this application and dues to:
South Central Kentucky Historical and Genealogical Society
Post Office Box 157
Glasgow, KY 42142-0157
GENERAL INFORMATION
MEMBERSHIP is open to anyone interested in the history of the South Central
Kentucky area, especially Barren County.Annual dues are $15.00.
TRACES, The Society's quarterly publication is received by all members. It is
published seasonally; Spring, Summer, Fall and Winter. Members joining dur
ing the year will receive the past issues of that year in a separate mailing.
CONTRIBUTIONS are earnestly solicited. Familygenealogies, marriages, Bible
records, wills and probate, cemetery court and other records are all accepta
ble. You will be listed as the contributor.
EXCHANGE of Traces with other Societies or publications is acceptable and
welcome.
BOOKS to be reviewed in Traces must be sent with information as to the cost,
including postage, from whom the book may be obtained. They become the
property of the Society library. Books should have Kentucky interest. Reviews
will be published as space permits.
MEETINGS are held monthly, except December (unless otherwise advised), at
the Mary Wood Weldon Library 1530 S. Green Street, Glasgow, KY., on the 3'"'̂
Thursday of each month at 6:00. Some special programs may be held at other
locations and local newspapersand media will be informed. Interesting
and informative programs are planned for each meeting and your supportive
attendance is always welcome.
BACK ISSUES of Traces are available. Our supplies of the following are gone;
Vol. 1, Nos. 1-4 (1973): Nos. 1-4 (1974); VoL 4 (1976); Vol. 5, No. 1 (1977);
VoL 3, Nos. 1 and 4 (1981); VoL 10, Nos. 1 and 2 (1982); VoL 12, No. 2 (1984).
All others can be purchased as long as the supply lasts at $4.00. Back issues
will be mailed with our regular quarterly mailings.
CORRESPONDENCE of any type that requires a reply must contain a self-
addressed, stamped envelope. Address to: South Central Kentucky Historical
and Genealogical Society, R 0. Box157, Glasgow, KY 42142-0157.
BOOKS AND MATERIALS of a genealogical nature that you no longer need -
would you consider donating them to the Society? They will be preserved for
other researchers and are deeply appreciated. Contact the Editor, Sandi Gor-
in, 205 ClementsAve., Glasgow, KY 42141-3409.
SOUTH CENTRAL KENTUCKY HISTORICAL
& GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY
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